4 To the impressive Lybian Sea via gorges and legends: Preveli, Plakias, Fragokastello.

The recommended day-trip transfers the visitor via the gorge of Kourtaliotiko to Plakias with the great beaches and the turquoise waters. A visit to the monastery of Preveli follows, where there is an amazing view of the palm tree forest of the lake of Preveli. We end up via the gorge of Kotsifos to Fragokastello, where the legend says that in the early mornings of spring soldier ghosts shadows appear.

- The excursion includes transfer to Plakias, the monastery of Preveli and Fragokastello

5 Pink sand, cedar trees and lilies

Imagine a beach in blue waters, the sand glitters like gold and alters in pink shades. Next to it the cedar trees offer their shade and the lilies that bloom on the sand impress the visitor.

If you imagine such a beach, then you can simply go to Elafonissi.

We take on your safe and pleasant transportation and after enjoying this unique place in the world, we can take you back together with your special memories.

- The excursion includes transfer to Elafonissi, stop at the monastery of “Chrissoskalitissa”, stay at the beach and return

6 The magic of nature herbs, legendary scenery, Nymphes and monuments that impress you.

The suggested day-trip will impress anyone who wants to go inland, especially to the beautiful area of Amari. Senses awaken watching the colourful carpet of nature. Not only rare flowers and herbs with medicinal qualities but also the gorge of “Patsos” with the temple of Agios Antonios, built in a cave capture the visitor. From this green scenery, where according to mythology Nymphes, the goddesses of nature lived, we are taken to the lake of “Potamon”, where the view is amazing. During our tour, we can see the rare Byzantine monuments, hidden in the green scenery.

- The excursion includes a tour in villages of Amari, the gorge of Agios Antonios, Thronos and the dam of “Potamon”.

7 Plan your trip and visit the places you want.

---

**ORGANIZED EXCURSIONS**

Routes to and from the ports and airports of Crete

GIORGOS PIROUDIS | 6973358603 | 6974674997
For over 45 years our duty is your comfortable transportation in luxurious, modern vehicles. From father to son, your transportation has become something more than a tradition, it has become a service of high quality adjusted to contemporary requirements. As we know better than anyone that leaving Crete, our drivers’ smile, kindess and helpfulness will accompany you as a pleasant memory. And don’t forget: Travel is the only thing you buy that makes you richer.

Trying to offer the more improved, quality services in exceptionally competitive prices, we have created the “on the road travel”. In luxurious air-conditioning vans and taxis we transfer you around Crete in safety and comfort. Discover with us the beauty, the history of the island and live a unique experience, away from the crowds of tourists. Make your own itinerary in cooperation with the experts of our office and feel more than just visitors. We know the way better than anyone, as we are always on the road!

The advantages of the trips by mini-bus:

- By using the van, your company and family can arrange the schedule of the trip.
- You can choose anything you would like to see, according to your interests.
- Missing the bus is ... never an issue.
- You can travel in safety and comfort, enjoying the luxurious services because during your holiday, you require “the best”

The recommended day-trip provides a unique experience that brings the visitor in contact with the tradition and the history of Rethymno. With routes via places of amazing natural beauty, for example, to one of the largest olive grove in Europe, the visitor initially sees the impressive Venetian man-like shaped towers of Maroulas that dominate with their mass and their architecture.

The sacred monastery of Arkadi follows a European monument of Liberty, where during the Turkish occupation, on the 8th of November 1866, hundreds of soldiers, women and children enclosed themselves in the monastery, set fire and were exploded in order to avoid slavery.

After the monastery of Arkadi, our route leads to the extremely beautiful village of Margarites where there are workshops of clay handicraft of unique value. Play with the clay, buy unique souvenirs from the traditional art of clay artists and return to Rethymno bearing unforgettable memories.

1. Seeking for King Minos

Experience the amazing Minoan civilization which dominated prehistorically in the Mediterranean. Visit the Archaeological Museum in Iraklio, get a taste from the Minoan’s wealth and imagination and then go to Knossos. Wonder through the endless rooms of the palace, admire the room of the Throne and the colourful frescos on the walls. Become enchanted by the king Prince with the lilies and travel in place and time.

- The excursion includes transfer to Iraklio and the Archaeological Museum, transfer to Knossos and return

2. Travel back in time at the Venetian port of Chania

This day-trip recommends a visit to one the most beautiful towns of Crete. Walk in the Venetian port, take pictures by the sea with the view of the magnificent traditional buildings settings of many films and escape in a cart of just walking in a journey throughout time.

- The excursion includes transfer to Chania and stay for 3-4 h.

3. From the man-like shaped Venetian towers of Maroulas to the monastery of Arkadi (European monument of liberty) and to Margarites where the tradition is formed in day.

The recommended day-trip provides a unique experience that brings the visitor in contact with the tradition and the history of Rethymno. With routes via places of amazing natural beauty, for example, to one of the largest olive grove in Europe, the visitor initially sees the impressive Venetian man-like shaped towers of Maroulas that dominate with their mass and their architecture.

The sacred monastery of Arkadi follows a European monument of Liberty, where during the Turkish occupation, on the 8th of November 1866, hundreds of soldiers, women and children enclosed themselves in the monastery, set fire and were exploded in order to avoid slavery.

After the monastery of Arkadi, our route leads to the extremely beautiful village of Margarites where there are workshops of clay handicraft of unique value. Play with the clay, buy unique souvenirs from the traditional art of clay artists and return to Rethymno bearing unforgettable memories.

- The excursion includes visit to Maroulas and its Venetian towers, transfer to the sacred monastery of Arkadi and tour its premises and finally transfer to the village of Margarites